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Galaxy Playdough
Space Adventures
Description:

This soft, squishy playdough is easy to make (and safe to consume)!
Colors such as blue, purple, pink, and black give it that galaxy look.
1. Stir together the flour, salt and cream of tartar in a large pot. Next, add
the water and oil.
*If you’re only making one color, add in the color now as well. Start with a
few drops, then add more as needed.
2. Cook over medium heat, stirring constantly. Continue stirring until the
dough has thickened, and begins to form into a ball.
3. Remove from heat, and place dough inside a gallon sized bag. Allow to
cool slightly, then knead until smooth.
*If you want multiple colors, divide the dough into balls (for how many
colors you want), and add the dough into quart sized bags. Start with a few
drops of color, then add more as needed.
4. Knead the dough while inside the bag, so it doesn’t stain your hands.
Once it’s all mixed together, you’re ready to play!

Materials:

2 cups flour
3/4 cup salt
4 teaspoons cream of tartar
2 cups lukewarm water
2 tablespoons of oil (e.g. vegetable, canola, avocado, coconut, etc.)
Food coloring
Gallon size reusable plastic bag
Quart size reusable plastic bags (if doing multiple colors)
Optional: Airtight containers for storage
Optional: Glitter stars, glitter

Tips to Support:
Speech

Following Directions: Ex. Have your child pour the water, add the food
coloring drops or measure 2 cups of flour.
Memory: Can your child remember the ingredients that were used?
Action words: pouring, stirring, kneading, mixing, cooking. Have your
child put these words in a sentence.
Shapes: Make different shapes with your playdough.
Spatial Concepts: Move your shapes or planets around practicing under,
behind, next to, on, beside.
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PT

Vestibular Input: Put your planets into orbit.
Ask your child to hold the planets while they turn in a circle or roll on the
floor from side to side. Put “the sun” on the floor in between you and your
child and hold hands and spin around it. Spinning and turning activates
your vestibular system, which affects balance.

OT

Bilateral Coordination: Use a rolling pin or similar instrument to flatten the
playdough, and both hands to create shapes (e.g. rolling a ball between
the palms, creating a snake).

Behavior

Praise: Focus on praising your child as much as possible during this
activity and correcting as little as possible. Multi-step activities can be hard!
Try to find what your child is doing right: waiting, sitting, helping, listening
when you ask them to do something, taking turns, etc. Avoid words such
as “don’t” or “stop” and instead phrase it as what they should b
 e doing (Ex:
instead of “Don’t make a mess”, try “Remember to keep it in the bowl” or
instead of “Stop opening the bag”, try “Let’s keep the bag closed so we
don’t get our hands dirty”.
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Description:

Have your child observe different constellations inside your home!
1. Print out this constellation template and glue it on construction paper or
cardstock. Let dry completely.
2. Using the sharp object, poke holes in the printout where the black dots
are.
3. Cut out each circle.
4. Tape the printout onto the flashlight. Try turning on the light, and shining
it on the wall of a dark room!

Materials:

Flashlight
Scissors
Push pin, toothpick, skewer, or other sharp object
Tape
Constellation printout
Construction paper, or cardstock
Glue

Tips to Support:
Speech

Vocabulary: constellation, astronomers, stars, telescope
Patterns: Can your child find any patterns such as shapes or animals with
their constellations?
Describing: ”Big Dipper,” “Orion”- what does it look like to you?
Same/Different: How are the clouds like the stars? How are the glue and
the tape alike?

PT

Coordination: If you have enough supplies to make 2 flashlights, then you
or another family member can put one “constellation” on the wall while our
child tries to project their “constellation” right on top of yours. Or, your child
could hold one flashlight in each hand and try to overlap the patterns.
Spatial awareness: Play a game of “flashlight tag.” Take turns hiding and
using your flashlight to find and “tag” the other person with the light. Note:
this game should be played somewhere without tripping hazards and
breakable objects.

OT

Visual Spatial/Memory: Keep an extra copy of the constellation printout
on hand, so that you can remember their names. Try making a memory
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game out of it, so your child can identify each one. For an extra challenge,
rotate the flashlight in different directions, and see if your child can
recognize a constellation when it’s sideways and upside down.
Behavior

Expectations/Rules: Identify 2-3 rules for the activity and review them
with your child prior to starting. Example:
1. Use scissors and sharp objects carefully. Only use them for poking
holes in paper or cutting paper.
2. Ask for help if you need it.
3. Listen when mom/dad ask you to do something.
Praise your child when they follow the rules. If they begin to break the
rules, review that particular rule with them (ex: “Remember, our rules say
we need to use scissors only for cutting paper. Can you show me how to
do that?”)
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Description:

Have your child learn how the moon’s craters and surfaces were shaped
by letting them make their own!
1. Make a large circle on the black paper with toothpaste or shaving cream
2. Fill in with more toothpaste/cream, and spread out with the butter knife
until the circle is completely filled in
3. Secure the paper on a vertical surface, taping down all edges. (NOTE:
This activity can become messy; it is strongly suggested to do this
somewhere outdoors, or where the area can be easily cleaned as needed)
4. Have your child throw the ball at the moon, and observe the craters and
patterns that form

Materials:

Dark colored paper such as black, blue, or purple (e.g. construction paper,
poster board, cardstock)
Tape
White toothpaste or shaving cream
Butter knife
Lightweight ball (e.g. wiffle ball, tennis ball)

Tips to Support:
Speech

Describing: Color, shape, size, and texture of the moon. How does the
shaving cream feel on their hands? Describe how their “craters” look.
Discussion: What would a rocket ride to the moon be like? Have your
child describe their rocket. What would it feel like traveling in a rocket?
What would they see when they land on the moon?
Same/Different: How is Earth the same and different from the moon?
“WH” Questions: Who has been to the moon? What is an astronaut?
What is the moon made of?
Sing about the moon: Try Zoom Zoom Zoom We’re Going to The Moon.

PT

Variety of movement: Kick the ball at the paper. Hold the ball in one
hand, spin in a circle, and let go to hit the paper. Bounce the ball off the
ground to hit the paper. Roll the ball like a bowling ball. Try different
movements other than throwing.

OT

Gross Motor: Have your child try both overhand and underhand throws.
Place tape on the ground, and see how far back they are able to stand
from the target.
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Behavior

Tell, Show, Do: Tell your child that you are going to learn about the
moon’s craters by letting them make their own! Then, show them how to do
it either one step at a time with your child following along or show them
how to do the entire sequence and then have them do it. Remember to
praise their efforts!
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Planet Suncatchers
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Description:

Have your child create their own version of the solar system!
1. Cut circles out of the paper towels or coffee filters. You may choose to
scale the planets according to their size (though it doesn't have to be
exact).
2. Color each of the planets, using the following list as a suggested
guideline:
- Mercury: gray and brown
- Venus: yellow and brown
- Earth: green and blue
- Mars: red and orange
- Jupiter: red, brown, orange, and yellow
- Saturn: brown, yellow
- Uranus: blue
- Neptune: blue and purple
3. Place colored cutouts on the desired surface. Spray water on the
planets, allowing the colors to blend together.
4. Once completely dry, the planets can be taped onto a window where
sunlight comes in.

Materials:

Paper towels or coffee filters.
Markers
Spray bottle filled with water
Tape
Cookie sheet, plate, or surface (that you don’t mind being sprayed)

Tips to Support:
Speech

Naming: colors, counting, shapes
Articulation: can you clearly say the planet names? Make a sentence with
the planet names.
“Wh” Questions: What planet is red? What planet is the smallest? Which
planet is closest to the sun? Where is the red marker?
Teach Mnemonic Device: “My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us
Nine Pizzas” to remember the order of the planets orbiting the sun.
(Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune & Pluto).

PT

Reaching/Range of Motion: Tell your child to stretch their arms overhead
to place the suncatcher as high as they can. Can they stand on their
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tiptoes and go higher? What happens if they use two hands instead of
one?
Strength: If your child can climb up and down from a stepstool, place one
in front of the window and tell them to step up and down from the stool
each time they put a planet on the window.
OT

Visual Motor: Instead of drawing the circles freehand, try using different
objects (e.g. glasses, cups, small bowls, containers) for your child to trace
with a pencil.

Behavior

Choices: Present many opportunities for your child to make choices
throughout this activity. It can be which planet they want to do first, which
colors to use, if they want you to help do some planets or not, which
materials they want to use, where they want to hang their solar system,
etc.
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Description:

Play a game where you help your child discover new lands! Place
toys/games around the house and tell them that each room is a different
planet. They need to look for the things you've hidden around the galaxy.
Optional: You can give a map to help them on their journey

Materials:

List of hidden objects
Stuffed animals/other toys
Optional: Draw a map of the “galaxy” and label which planets are inhabited
by the hidden toys

Tips to Support:
Speech

“WH” Questions: Prompt your child to ask questions leading them to the
hidden item (e.g. Where do we brush our teeth?).
Following Directions: Give your child simple directions leading them to
the correct rooms (e.g. Go to the end of the hall and turn the corner).
Prepositions: Emphasize words such next to, under, behind, above when
describing where the hidden item was. Have your child practice using
prepositions while describing to you where the hidden item was found.
Expressive Language: Have your child make a sentence describing the
hidden object.
Memory/recall: After your child has found all the hidden items, can they
recall and name the item they found in each room?
Articulation: Once your child finds the hidden item, they have to say 5
words containing their target sound.

PT

Variety of movement: When making your treasure map, consider “how”
your child gets to the hidden items. Lay down a towel and say they have to
hop/jump over the milky way, put a couple of chairs in the hall and crawl
through the asteroid belt, hide something in a low cabinet so they need to
squat and look inside.

OT

Problem Solving: Leave written clues as to where certain items are
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hidden (e.g. “The stuffed animal is in a place where books are stored,”
meaning a bookshelf or other relevant storage area)
Behavior

Functional Communication: Support your child in communicating
needs/wants during this activity using their mode of communication. They
can ask for help if: they can’t figure out the clues, they forgot the name of a
planet, etc. They can ask for a break if: they get frustrated, their attention
starts to wander, etc. They can ask to do a certain step, such as: hiding
something for you to find, helping make the map, etc. Be sure to review
these things before you begin the activity and step in to immediately
prompt them to communicate at the first signs of frustration.
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